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Abstract

The International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
(ITER) is a new tokamak design project with joint partici-
pation from Europe. Japan, the Union of Soviet Socialist Re-
publics (U.S.S.R.), and the United States. This paper describes
a magnetic and mechanical design methodology for toroidal
field (TF) coils that employs Nb3Sn superconductor technol-
ogy. Coil winding is sized by using conductor concepts de-
veloped for the U.S. TIBER1 concept. The nuclear heating
generated during operation is removed from the windings by
helium flowing through the conductor. The heat in the coil
case is removed through a separate cooling circuit operating at
approximately 20 K. Manifold concepts are presented for the
complete coil cooling system.

Also included are concepts for the coil structural arrange-
ment. The effects of in-plane and out-of-plane loads are in-
cluded in the design considerations for the 'windings and case.
Concepts are presented for reacting these loads with a mini-
mum amount of additional structural material. Concepts dis-
cussed in this paper could be considered for the ITER TF roils.

Introduction

A baseline for the ITER has not yet been developed. Each
of the four international participants in the ITER design study
has its own reference design. The ITER baseline will be de-
veloped in i988 on the basis of the various participants' expe-
riences with their current reference designs. Work on TIBER.
the IJ.S. reference design, has established a design concept for
the TF coil conductor and winding pack. The intent of this
paper is to present a possible method of integrating this work
into a complete coil design. Concepts presented here are a com-
bination of those used in the Large Coil Program (LOP) and
those proposed in tokamak fusion reactor studies conducted at
the Fusion Engineering Design Center (FEDC) since 1979.

In general, tokamak performance improves at higher
toroidal field: consequently, a peak field of 10 12 T at the TF
winding appears likely. Because the peak held at the winding is
expected to be in this range, it can be assumed that the ITER
tokamak will employ superconducting TF coils that use Nb3Sn
superconductors. Likewise, the overall size of the tokamak is
significantly influenced by the winding cross section of the TF
coils. A winding current density of 4000 A cm2 is desirable to
provide TF coils with a smaller cross section. Thus, the Nb3Sn
conductor selected uses a cable-in-conduit configuration and is
cooled with forced flow of supercritical hehnm. This conduc-
tor configuration provides the best probability of achieving the
desired current density at high field.

Three large superconducting coiis have heen fabricated and
successfully tested in the LCP Test Facility at the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory: they are of varying design, but all use
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forced-flow helium cooling. These coils provide a valuable
source of demonstrated design information, which has beeen
incorporated into the TF coil design approach discussed in this
paper.

T IBER Description and Baseline Parameters

A key goal of the ITER design is to provide nuclear test
ing capability for the first-wall and blanket design concepts
while the reactor is operating in the steady-state mode. The
design philosophy is based on utilization of reactor-relevant
components, such as superconducting TF and poioidal field
(PF) coils, current drives, etc. A key goal introduced into the
program by TIBER is to minimize the cost of the machine by
introducing unique innovative concepts intended to reduce the
size, as measured by the major radius, of the tokamak.

The major parameters of TIBER are summarized in
Table 1. The baseline design has 16 TF coils; each coil has
a clear bore height and width of 6.6 m and 3.7 in. respectively.
The TF coils operate at a peak field of 12 T. A Nb3Sn cable-
in-cohduit-type conductor is selected for the winding, and it is
cooled with forced flow of supercritical helium at 4.5 K.

Table 1. TIBER TF coil requirements and parameters'1

Parameter Value
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0.02
1000

Plasma major radius (m)
Field on plasma axis (T)
Number of TF coils
Bore height (m)
Bore width (m)
Nuclear heating peak (mW cm3)
Neutron fliuence (n/cm2)
Radiation dose on insulator (rads|
Damage to copper

at end of life (dpa)
Winding current density (A cm')
H e l i u m c o o l a n t t e m p e r a t u r e a t o u t l e t ( K ) V.">

a T F coils must withstand the following loads:
• Jn-plane magnetic loads (steady state).
• Out-of-plane loads caused by PF coii interaction (quasi

steady state).
e Gravity weight of T F coiis and gravity weight of compo-

nents supported off the TF coils.
o 1 g horizontal and 'o r vertical seismic load.

A key feature of the TIBER desien is that it uses a common
vacuum system for both the FF system and the pias-ma vessel
This feature eliminates a second vacuum w^ll. which h,a> i>een
traditional in past designs solelv for tin- TF coils. The Him-
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vrfndiiig, to a larger nuclear fluence in the conductor, ami to a
larget radiation dose in the IF coil insulator.

Each TF coil is subjected to in-plane forces through inter-
action of the coil current with the TF. Similarly, out-of-plane
loads are caused by interaction of the TF current with the
radial field component of the PFs. The force containment
structure must support the winding while allowing a minimum
slipping movement and keeping conductor strain within allow-
able limits.

ITER Coil Design Description

The ITER engineering design is based on a quasi-steady-
state device (i.e.. the plasma burn time is much longer than
the down time between subsequent pulses). A TF coil con-
sists of a Nb3Sn forre-cooled conductor wound into pancakes
to form a winding pack, electrical insulation between turns
and between the winding pack and the coil case, a mechan-
ical support system for the winding, and the coolant mani-
folding system. The basic conductor design is that developed
by Miller2 for TIBER. Other design features are selected from
past studies3'4 conducted at the FEDO. Various features of the
TF magnet design are described in this section.

Conductor

The conductor selected for the TF coil winding is a Nb3Sn
cable-in-conduit type cooled by forced flow of supercritical he-
lium. The higher current density of 4000 A/cm2 at 12 T is
achievable because the stability of such a conductor depends
more on the enthalpy of trapped helium than on the copper re-
sistivity. Radiation damage to the copper stabilizer is iess im-
portant because the growth in the resistance has a second-order
effect on stability. Furthermore, the higher current-sharing
temperature of NbsSn allows it to absorb a significant amount
of nuclear heat load.

The conductor desig,, concept, shown in Fig. 1, has been
designed by Miller et al.2 to provide a winding pack current
density of 4000 A/cm2 at a peak field of 12 T. The design
process included simultaneous evaluation of many parameters
with constraints imposed on the conductor strain, stability,
protection, and nuclear heating. The conductor, which oper-
ates at 35 kA. consists of 625 strands: the diameter of each
strand is 0.77 mm. The cross-sectional area inside the con-
duit is 508 mm2: 60% or' this space is occupied by the con-
ductor strands, and the remaining 40% is occupied by helium.
Within each strand, the copper fraction is 57%, and the non-
copper fraction is 43%. The conductor has a thermal capacity

25.2 mm

of 100 m.) cm3 or more. The conductor conduit it made "f
.JBK-74 alloy, the same material thai VVestinehouse' us«i in
their LCP coil. To achieve the desired winding current density
(4000 A/cm2), it is necessary to react the conductor after it
has been wound into pancakes. The cable-in-conduit conduc-
tor is housed in a U-shaped channel, which shares the tensile
load with the conductor, and it transmits the in-plane load of
the conductors to the coil case.

Winding

Pancake-wound coils are proposed. Each coil consists of I
double pancakes of 30 turns and 2 double pancakes of 20 turns,
resulting in a total of 160 turns in each coil. The winding cross
section in the inboard leg of the TF coil is shown in Fig. 2.
The mean length of a turn is 18.5 m. Maximum length of the
cooled circuit is equal to the total length of a conductor in
a single pancake (i.e., 277.5 m). Calculations performed by
Kerns et al.8 show that it is possible to cool the total length of
conductor in a single pancake. A difference of 2 K is calculated
between the current-sharing temperature of the conductor and
the helium bath temperature in the high-field region of the
winding. With a total heat load of 27 kW, the helium enters
the pancakes at a temperature of 1.5 K and a pressure of 20
bar and exits at 7.3 K and 2 bars.

/— CABLE-IN-CONDUIT CONDUCTOR
(160 TURNS)

— COIL CASE
iSS)

33.2 mm

Fig. 1. Nb^.Sn cable-in-conduit conductor .

Fig. 2. Coil cross section, inboard leg.

To provide addi t ional space between adjacent I F coils on
the o u t b o a r d side, the two smaller pancakes of the winding
can be displaced (in the plane of the roil) with respect to tin-
larger pancakes . This a r r angemen t , shown schematically m
Fig. 3 . subjects the smaller pancakes to an addi t ional in-pianr
load, but it is believed that the pancakes could be suppor ted
against this ioad.

The helium manifolding connect ions and electrical conm-c
tions (current leads and splices | are made in the top rc-5inn ol
the coil. Figure 4 i l lustrates electrical and helium connections
All pancakes are connected electrically in series, ami nil out l ine
circuits arp connected in parallel. The cold helium rn te rs al
the t rans i t ion point of I he double pancake on tin- bore side ><{
the coil and exits a", the outs ide of the coil. \ll helium inliM



Fig. IJ. Concept for varying roil cross section.

Current Leads

The current leads have been designed for up to ;J5.OUI) A
The lead schematic is shown in Fig. -T. The conductor from the
coil is connected to the bottom of a conventional helium-cooled
lead. Part of the helium from the conductor is diverted to the
current lead; the rest is allowed to return to the refrigerator
through a separate pipe. Because one end of this pipe is at high
voltage, it is necessary to insulate it from the coil case, which
is at the ground potential. This is accomplished by inserting a
nonmetallic pipe section in the helium return pipe ( Fig r>). The
helium pipes end at the coil case in a bayonet-type connector
that allows for an easy interface with the helium piping from
the refrigerator. The top end of the lead is supported off the
coil case through a metallic bellows to accommodate thermal
contraction between the lead and the coil case and to insulate
the warm end of the lead from the cold coil case. Helium exiting
the lead is also collected and is returned to the refrigerator.

COMPACTED
CABLE WELD

ZONE

SHOCK
-OLDER-

3E"AIL OF HELIUM AND ELECTSUCJU.
CONNECTIONS

WARM HELIUM
FROM LEAD

CROSS-SECTION AT
HELIUM SUPPLY

Fig. -1. Electrical and coolant supply to TF coils.

ports are supplied from a common manifold. Likewise, helium
exiting from various pancakes goes to a common manifold. The
two inlet and outlet helium manifolds communicate with the
heliuin refrigerator system.

Insu la t ion

The unreactpd. uninsulated .\b3Sr1 conductor is first wound
into double pancakes using a single length of conductor. The
double pancake is then reacted at the prescribed reaction tem-
perature for a given time. After the reaction, the turns are
pulled apart in a direction perpendicular to the plane of the
coil, and the conductor is hand cleaned and hand insulated.
The insulation consists of six layers of O.l)25-mm-thirk Kap-
ton H tapes (butt lapped) and two layers of glass tape. A
total insulation thickness of 0.5 mm is applied to the conduc-
tor. After conductor insulation is applied, all turns are allowed
to return to their natural positions. All pancakes are then as-
sembled and connected. The winding is covered on all sides
by 2-mm-thirk CJ-10 C'R sheets, which provide electrical insu-
lation from ground and a thermal barrier between 'he winding
and the coil case. Finailv, the winding is vacuum impregnaiivi
by using an epoxy potting compound. The potted winding is
housed inside a stainless steel rasing, as •Miown in Fig. 2. (oi»i
ing channeis between the winding and the case intercept I|IM
heat leak from the coil case lo ihe winding. \ separate helium
circuit is used for cooling the coil rase.

HELIUM
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CONNECTOR

COPPER SLEEVE
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STAND OFF

CONDUCTOR
COOLANT

ROOM
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COLLETOR AND
INSULATOR
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LEAD SUPPORT
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Fig. 5. A current lead concept for a forced-flow roil.

Mechanical Support

D u r i n g n o r m a l o p e r a t i o n , d i s t r i bu t ed forces a re ac t ing
a long t h e pe r iphe ry of the coil, bo th in and normal to the
p lane of the coil. T h e result of the in -p lane forces is a net
radia l ly i nward cen te r ing force. This center ing load is 'vp i -
caily reac ted e i the r by a wedging of the T F coils against each
o t h e r or bv the ind iv idua l coils bucking agains t a cylindrical
s t r u c t u r a l e lement . In the case of TIBF.R. the n h m i r hea t ing
solenoid provides the bucking s u p p o r t for the FF <<>iis a lone
the i r i n b o a r d legs.

The out nf-plane forces on the FF coil, which result from
in te rac t ion with the field crea ted bv the P F roils, are - m h
tha t the re is no net force normal to the piam- of l h r VF mi i
but ins tead a large ove r tu rn ing m o m e n t , which i rni ts !<> -ip
the T F roils about their hor izontal ,ixis of s y m m e t r y 1 )ne
m e t h o d typical ly used in tokamnk reac tor 1 o n c e p m a l designs



to react this moment is through the use of an inlerroil support
structure (1SS), which joins adjacent IF coils at the top anil
bottom.

To permit removal of torus sectors, an open-window region
between adjacent TF coil legs is required. In TIBER, this
window is preserved at the horizontal coil nudplane. The ISS
reacts the out-of-plane plane loads between adjacent coils along
the coil perimeter except !.~>r the window region. Support of
the open-window region is a major TF coil design challenge.
Typically, a structural box framing the opening is included in
the structural design scheme.

The gravity weight of the TF coils is supported by a series
of outboard pedestal supports chosen to minimize the heat
transfer to warm structural elements. The pedestal supports
are designed to withstand 1 g horizontal and vertical seismic
load and are a negligibly small heat load on the TF coil system.

The coil case is welded from 316 LN plate stock. The case
has a variable cross section. In the inboard region, adjacent to
the bucking post, the cross section is trapezoidal. The cross
section is rectangular around the remainder of the coil, with
a smooth transition between the trapezoidal and rectangular
cross sections.

The coil case sidewall thickness is sized to carry the dis-
tributed load that results from the winding being thrust against
the sidewall by the out-of-plane loads. Because this load is
highly nonuniform around the coil periphery, the coil case
thickness is zoned, with the thickness in each zone based on
the maximum running load in that zone.

[n addition to the plate bending stress in the sidewall, the
case develops in-plane membrane and bending stresses as the
coil is dilated by the in-plane forces. The membrane compo-
nent is shared between the case wall and the structural steel in
the winding (conductor conduit and co-wound channel). Be-
cause the case wall is sized for withstanding bending stresses
caused by the out-of-plane loads, it can easily accommodate
the in-plane dilationai stresses, the allowable stress for which
is normally much higher.

Conclusion

A generalized scheme has been presented for designing a I F
system for the future ITER tokamak. The discussion in this
paper uses TIBER parameters because parameters for ITF.R
have not yet been determined. Initial design efforts for the
ITER TF system will be based on the concepts presented in
this paper and will be augmented by new ideas as thev develop
during the ITER study phase.
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